
In this first issue of Indian Federalism Perspectives for 2023, we focus on asymmetric federalism.
Most often, the discussion has been in the context of the former state of Jammu and Kashmir. In 2019,
parliament revoked these provisions and trifurcated the state into three union territories. Our
contributor for this issue, Kham Khan Suan Hausing, presents a framework to show how party-
system dynamics, party interests, ideologies, and agendas shape federal dynamics. This framework
may help us understand both the half-hearted implementation and the revocation of asymmetric
provisions in the case of Jammu and Kashmir.

Hausing first shows that India has used a variety of asymmetric autonomy mechanisms to
accommodate territorially concentrated minorities and then presents a typology of such
arrangements used in some of the North Eastern states. His distinction between homeland state
autonomy, decentralised autonomy and devolutionary autonomy contributes to the comparative
study of federations and enriches our understanding of asymmetric federal mechanisms.

Togetherness and peace are not givens in segmented societies but are crafted and are always a work
in progress. Constitutional provisions alone do not give us the complete picture and inadequately
explain why we have durable peace in some contexts and not others. Hausing attempts to make
sense of this difference by going beyond the traditional focus on provisions and brings processes
into play. He examines the historical and background conditions and the negotiation action between
different parties, which led to the institutionalisation of these mechanisms. This focus on processes
not only underscores the role of context but also the dynamic nature of federalism.
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The variety of accommodationist arrangements implicitly highlights an issue often neglected in
federal studies but is a staple in peace studies literature. In peace studies literature, there
have been attempts to distinguish between mechanisms to fulfill societal concerns of holding
together and building togetherness and those that meet statist security and development concerns.
These are valuable insights for federal studies as the centre in these negotiations has often had to
balance these two pressures. Federal scholars may find more purchase explaining the success or
failure of arrangements if they were to account for these contrasting pressures.

KK Kailash
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